All offices, labs and clinics/units at UCSF can now be LivingGreen Certified, helping the university promote a healthier planet by saving trees, reducing waste and using less energy. Recognition of all certifications will be made at the Annual UCSF Sustainability Awards ceremony.

A healthier planet means healthier patients.

How are you LivingGreen? Share your experience with #UCSFLivingGreen

Get started at livinggreen.ucsf.edu/getcertified
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“Being green protects our children’s health.”

Sam Hawgood, MBBS
Chancellor, University of California, San Francisco

“Implementing sustainable practices safeguards the health of the next generation. Join me in the Race to Certification and move the School of Medicine to the forefront of sustainability.”

Join the Race to Certification.
It’s a fun and easy way to support UCSF’s commitment to sustainability.